Introduction
============

Quantifying and explaining spatial variation in biodiversity are among the most long-standing problems in ecology because variations of species richness and community composition in space may reflect a multitude of mechanisms responsible for species maintenance or loss. Spatial changes in biodiversity may be examined from gene to community levels, and from local to global scales, but two recurrent spatial patterns of diversity can be observed for all domains of life: First, increasing taxa richness has been repeatedly observed when considering increasingly larger areas ([@b11]; [@b41]), a pattern referred to as the taxa--area relationship (hereafter TAR; Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}a). Second, the taxonomic composition of biological assemblages is often observed as becoming increasingly more dissimilar with increasing geographic distances, a pattern designated as the distance decay of compositional similarity (or distance--decay relationships, hereafter DDR; ([@b34]); Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}b).

A power law is usually used to approximate both TAR and DDR ([@b41]; [@b34]), although other models fit better in certain cases ([@b26]; [@b33]; [@b13]). In a log--log space, TAR\'s and DDR\'s slope coefficients (referred to as *z* and β, respectively) represent taxa accumulation rate and compositional turnover rate, respectively, and have both been reported as related to beta diversity in its broadest sense ([@b20]; [@b33]; [@b52]). While this idea is intuitive for DDR, also TAR relates to measuring beta diversity because its slope coefficient may predict the number of taxa not shared between areas of different dimensions. Although different, these two macroecological patterns may thus obey a common set of processes. Aside from passive sampling effects, TAR is mainly assumed to result from (i) the accumulation of habitats, and therefore species, when increasing the area considered, and (ii) population dynamics, where higher probabilities of colonization and speciation, but lower extinction rates, occur in larger areas ([@b11]; [@b24]). Similarly, DDR is likely to be driven by (i) environmental changes across distances, referring thus to niche-based processes, and (ii) population dynamics (e.g. colonization, extinction or speciation; [@b24]). Finally, allopatric speciation, caused by limited dispersal, would also contribute to both TAR and DDR.

![Taxa--area (a) and distance--decay (b) relationships of marine bacterial communities in surface-sea waters (*n *= 70), deep-sea waters (*n *= 61) and coastal sediments (*n *= 72), standardized at 5000 sequences per sample. Error bars in (a) represent the standard deviation of OTU richness according to the reference sample used. In both panels, dotted lines correspond to the 95% confidence intervals for linear regressions.](mec0023-0954-f1){#fig01}

Consequently, one would expect TAR and DDR slopes to be both steeper when species diversity/diversification is maximized, either through higher spatial complexity of environmental conditions and/or through spatial isolation ([@b41]; [@b16]). In that respect, TAR has long been thought to be stronger in island-like habitats compared with contiguous ones, but this assumption has recently been invalidated ([@b16]). Nevertheless, TAR and DDR slopes are usually steeper in heterogeneous habitats or for organisms with low dispersal rates ([@b16]; [@b46]). Comparing *z* and β for organisms with different biological properties or sizes, and/or living in different environments may therefore help to disentangle the processes responsible for species diversity and distribution. Such inferences are however valid only when comparable spatial scales ([@b53]; [@b47]), sampling effort and strategy ([@b8]; [@b13]) are considered, because *z* and β are strongly affected by these parameters.

Challenging the widespread idea that microorganisms have a cosmopolitan distribution ([@b17]), several studies based on microscopic or molecular approaches have revealed that both TAR and DDR exist for bacteria and micro-eukaryotes at various spatial scales and in both terrestrial and aquatic environments ([@b22]; Horner-[@b23]; [@b7]; [@b40]; [@b6]; [@b31]; [@b4]; [@b39]; [@b54]). Most of these studies were conducted in single habitat types and have reported much smaller TAR and DDR\'s slopes coefficients than those reported for macroorganisms. This observation may be supported by the smaller organism sizes of microbes, their higher dispersal rate and higher local population size, which would buffer species loss and mutation fixation already at small spatial scales ([@b22]; Horner-[@b23]; [@b55]; [@b31]). Yet, the few reports comparing bacterial TAR/DDR across different habitats suggested stronger relationships in heterogeneous habitats ([@b39]; [@b54]) as well as in island-like habitats compared with continuous habitats ([@b36]), resembling observations and assumptions made for macroorganisms.

Most bacterial *z* and β reported in the literature, however, show unusually large ranges, especially *z* values (from ∼0.001 to ∼0.3; [@b55]) compared with those observed for plants and animals (from ∼0.1 to ∼0.5; [@b16]). This may arise from the spatial scales considered (from one square metre to several ha), which could influence TAR or DDR slope coefficients ([@b53]), but also from methodological aspects: First, these studies did not follow the same sampling strategies and did not consider the same number of samples. Second, they used molecular tools with varying resolving power. In addition, typical sequencing depth in many earlier studies have been judged insufficient to capture the necessary amount of taxa to accurately characterize microbial TAR ([@b55]), with a large proportion of microbial diversity being too rare to be detected by Sanger sequencing ([@b12]; [@b45]). Third, a noticeable number of studies derived TAR\'s *z* values from DDR\'s β values, as formalized by [@b21], but the validity of this approach has been questioned recently ([@b55]; [@b33]; [@b32]).

Together, these methodological issues preclude generalizing TAR and DDR from existing studies and hence limit our understanding of fundamental macroecological patterns for bacteria, emphasizing the need for consistent, high-resolution comparative studies and for better characterizing the potential biases that may affect bacterial TAR and DDR\'s slopes. Evaluating the extent of these biases is all the more important as molecular approaches are becoming mainstream for describing 'macrobial' diversity ([@b51]).

Here, we characterized TAR and DDR for marine bacteria using the [icomm]{.smallcaps} database (International Census of Marine Microbes), consisting of one of the most comprehensive sets of short 16S rRNA gene sequences available to date, and gathering hundreds of samples collected across the globe, and from ocean surface to deep seafloor sediments. The corresponding bacterial communities have been previously reported to display distinct structure and diversity patterns, as a result of varying dispersal limitation and energy gradients ([@b57]). Accordingly, one would expect bacterial TAR and DDR to be steeper in sediments, due to limited dispersal potential (aggregated bacterial lifestyle) and/or stronger habitat heterogeneity, as compared to open ocean water subjected to more physical mixing. Similarly, steeper TAR and DDR are expected in coastal environments due to shorter environmental gradients and greater immigration of local taxa belonging to other realms such as air, lands and surrounding marine sites. This study therefore addresses three key aspects by: (i) investigating the effects of undersampling on bacterial *z* and β with respect to the inclusion/removal of rare taxa and both the number of sequences and sites considered; (ii) determining how bacterial TAR and DDR compare across marine realms and ecosystems; and (iii) assessing whether their slopes are steeper in habitats that display higher patchiness or reduced dispersal potential, as observed for macroorganisms ([@b16]; [@b46]).

Material and methods
====================

Data set description
--------------------

The data set used for this analysis comprised 438 discrete samples -- each consisting of several grams of sediment or litres of water -- from globally distributed sites (a map is provided in Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} in [@b57]). These samples were collected in five different ecosystem types defined previously ([@b57]), namely coastal waters (*n *= 175), coastal sediments (*n *= 72), surface (*n *= 70) and deep waters (*n *= 60) in the open ocean, as well as deep-sea sediments (*n *= 61). These samples were subjected to 454 pyrosequencing of the hypervariable V6 region of the 16S rRNA gene as DNA barcode with the same protocol.

Additional information on molecular data and bioinformatics processing is available in [@b57]. Briefly, low-quality sequences (i.e. sequences \<50 nt, containing 'N' or errors in keys/primers or being not assigned to Bacteria) were discarded from the data set. The noise produced by the 454 pyrosequencing technique was corrected with the single-linkage preclustering (SLP) approach ([@b25]), and the remaining sequences were then clustered at 3% nt differences using the average-linkage method to define bacterial operational taxonomic units (hereafter OTU). The community data (i.e. the samples and their corresponding OTU abundances) were retrieved from VAMPS in January 2011 and their associated geographic coordinates from [microbis]{.smallcaps} (Table S1, Supporting information).

The data set comprised 8 196 009 sequences (ranging from 5193 to 70 064 per sample) and 129 869 OTUs (ranging from 79 to 6879 per sample). Most OTUs were singletons (i.e. ∼52% were represented by only one sequence; Table S2, Supporting information), but these represented a small proportion of the sequences obtained per sample (∼7%). Due to the large discrepancies in sequencing effort among samples, the number of sequences was standardized by randomly resampling 5000 sequences per sample, except for analysing the effects of the removal of rare taxa and sequencing effort.

These standardized abundance data were finally converted into presence/absence data for subsequent statistical treatments. For both raw and standardized abundance data, we determined for each realm and ecosystem type the proportion of singletons, of abundant OTUs (\>50 sequences), and the average OTU relative occupancy, that is, the average proportion of sites occupied by each OTU (Table S2, Supporting information). All analyses were carried out in the [r]{.smallcaps} environment ([r]{.smallcaps} Development Core [@b14]) with the [r]{.smallcaps} packages *vegan* ([@b35]) and *gmt* ([@b30]), as well as custom [r]{.smallcaps} scripts.

TAR and DDR assessment
----------------------

Because the ICoMM sampling strategy was not initially designed to assess TAR, we defined a fully nested sampling scheme consisting of 10 concentric areas of a radius ranging from 2000 to 20 000 km. By centring this scheme on one particular sample at the time, we used distances between samples (taking into account the Earth\'s curvature) to assign each sample to each area. The observed OTU richness was then accumulated from small to large areas. This procedure was repeated by successively considering each sample as the centre of the sampling scheme, and the corresponding OTU richness values obtained for areas of the same size were then averaged to obtain one single OTU richness value per area (Fig. S[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, Supporting information). This was carried out to reduce the potential community heterogeneity in each area. Estimates of spherical cap area were derived from the artificial areas using the radius of the Earth (6378 km). Landmasses were included in the calculated areas to simplify computations.

We assessed TAR using the generalization of [@b3], approximated by a double logarithmic transformation:

where *S*~obs~ is the average number of observed species, *c* the intercept parameter, *A* the area and *z* the slope coefficient of TAR. This function was chosen because (i) it generally provides better model fittings ([@b11]; [@b13]) and (ii) it is of wide use ([@b41]; [@b13]), especially in the field of microbial ecology ([@b36]). We chose to focus on the slope *z* and not on the intercept *c*, because the latter is more subjected to variation, especially when small areas are not included in the analysis ([@b11]), which is the case here. *z* values were determined by linear regression, and their significance was assessed by Student\'s *t*-tests, which were found significant in most cases (*P *\<* *0.01 for ∼90% of sample resampling steps).

To measure DDR, pairwise community similarities between samples were calculated using the Sorensen index, which is widely used for calculating DDR in both micro- and macrobial ecology, so as to obtain estimates that can be compared with previous works. DDR was then assessed in a logarithmic transformed space to enhance the linear fitting, according to [@b34] as follows:

where *S*~com~ is the community similarity, *a* the intercept parameter, *D* the geographic distance and β the slope of DDR. Because the similarity/distance matrices contained null values, we added 0.01 to all values before log-transforming them. Here again, we focused on β and not on the intercept. The significance of β was tested by 1000 Monte Carlo permutations of the residuals under the full regression model ([@b28]) for the initial data set only, due to computational resource limitations, and β was found significant for each ecosystem type surveyed (*P *\<* *0.001).

All log-transformations were performed using the natural logarithm, which give the same results than log~10~ transformations ([@b41]).

Factors affecting the variations of *z* and β
---------------------------------------------

We first examined the effects of various undersampling issues on *z* and β estimates. First, we successively removed OTUs represented by less than 1, 10, 30 and so forth, up to 610 sequences in each sample from the standardized abundance data using a modified version of [multicola]{.smallcaps} ([@b18]). Second, the effects of sequencing depth and number of samples considered in the analysis were assessed by performing random resampling with replacement (i.e. bootstrapping) of (i) an increasing number of sequences in each sample from the original abundance data and (ii) an increasing number of samples in each realm/ecosystem type from the standardized presence/absence data. To obtain reliable linear regression parameters, the resampling of samples was conducted so that at least 3 areas of different sizes were considered. The resulting community tables were then converted into presence/absence data, and *z* and β were calculated as explained above.

Finally, to compare *z* and β across realms or ecosystems, we first randomly sampled 5000 sequences and then performed 1000 random resampling of 40 samples, resulting in 1000 *z* and 1000 β values for each ecosystem type (Fig. S[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, Supporting information). As the bootstrapped slope coefficients were not normally distributed, differences in *z* or β distributions with varying sequencing/sampling depth or across realms/ecosystems were assessed using Mann--Whitney tests with Holm correction for multiple testing when appropriate. The congruence of *z* and β in ranking ecosystems with each other was evaluated by comparing Kendall τ correlation coefficients for each observed *z* and β pair against those based on parameter pairs obtained by random permutations of the data, so as to create a null distribution.

Results
=======

The effects of removing rare taxa, of sequencing depth and number of sites considered, were examined in three ecosystem types harbouring contrasted bacterial communities in terms of both composition and variability so as to better evaluate the variation of *z* and β in different contexts (Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}). A previous survey of the ICoMM data set showed that bacterial communities in surface and deep-sea waters displayed much lower variability and lower evenness than those from coastal sediments ([@b57]). These communities also displayed noticeable differences in terms of OTU richness, amount of singletons and average proportion of sites occupied by each OTU (Table S2, Supporting information). In Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}, the number of sequences per sampling site was standardized, but the number of samples available for these ecosystem types differed, making it difficult to disentangle the respective effects of ecosystem heterogeneity and sampling effort on the steeper TAR and DDR\'s slopes observed for coastal sediment bacteria. Hereafter, we discuss the absolute values of β (referred to as \|β\|, β being always negative) to facilitate the interpretation of the variations of DDR slopes coefficients in relation to the strength of the relationship.

Influence of rare taxa removal on TAR and DDR
---------------------------------------------

We first examined the effects of the removal of rare taxa on the intrinsic structure of bacterial communities associated with the aforementioned case-studies ecosystems (Fig. S[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, Supporting information): this resulted in a complete OTU impoverishment in several samples that were therefore excluded from the analysis (Fig. S2a, Supporting information), but it did not noticeably change the overall distribution of pairwise geographic distances between samples (Fig. S2b--d, Supporting information). Removing taxa of increasing abundance also affected the average proportion of sites occupied by each OTU, which increased in surface- and deep-sea waters (Fig. S2h, Supporting information), but tended to decrease in coastal sediments. The proportion of OTUs of the total OTU richness detected in the smallest area was affected by the removal of rare taxa mostly in surface-sea waters and coastal sediments (Fig. S2i, Supporting information). Rare taxa removal also tended to maximize regional community similarities (samples \<2000 km apart) and strongly minimized similarities between geographically distant communities (samples \>12 000 km apart), especially in pelagic ecosystems (Fig. S2j--l, Supporting information).

The removal of rare taxa affected *z* and β differentially depending on the ecosystem type considered (Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S3, Supporting information), with the largest influences on coastal sediments. The average proportion of sites occupied by each OTU correlated negatively with *z* values (Kendall τ = −0.44, −0.56, −0.75 for surface-sea waters, deep-sea waters and coastal sediments respectively, *P *\<* *0.001), and positively with \|β\| values (Kendall τ = 0.29, 0.58, 0.38, *P *\<* *0.02). \|β\| values correlated even more with the differences between similarities obtained for close versus distant communities (Kendall τ = 0.87, 0.65, 0.43, *P *\<* *0.001). The removal of rare taxa changed the patterns identified using initial data sets (Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) for *z* values, which were always larger in coastal sediments but ranked differently between surface- and deep-sea waters. The patterns observed in Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} were conserved for β*,* excepted when the maximum abundance chosen for defining rare OTUs was unrealistically high.

![Effect of the removal of rare taxa on *z* (a) and \|β\| (b) in the three ecosystem types studied (5000 sequences per sample initially).](mec0023-0954-f2){#fig02}

Effects of sequencing depth and sampling effort on TAR and DDR
--------------------------------------------------------------

Overall, sequencing depth (i.e. the number of DNA amplicons sequenced) per sample affected the variability of *z* and β very weakly, and only when it was shallow (\<500 sequences; Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}a, c). Increasing sequencing depth slightly reduced both *z* and \|β\| regardless of ecosystem type, a feature less pronounced in surface- and deep-sea waters. Finally, *z* and \|β\| started to stabilize at ∼4000 sequences and were always significantly larger in coastal sediments (*W* = 0, Holm-corrected *P* \<\< 0.0001) as compared to other ecosystems.

In contrast, the number of sampling sites included in the analysis strongly affected *z* and β (Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}b,d), whose variability, which were again much larger for coastal sediments, appeared to be consistently reduced when considering at least ∼40 samples per ecosystem type. Furthermore, *z* rose with increasing number of samples considered, whereas β remained mostly unaffected regardless of the ecosystem type considered. Although the three ecosystem types displayed overlapping ranges of *z* and \|β\| values when the number of sampling sites considered was low, they were overall significantly larger in coastal sediments (W \< 1993, Holm-corrected *P* \<\< 0.001). However, surface- and deep-sea water *z* values were similar and ranked differently depending on the number of sampling sites included in the analysis.

Comparison of TAR\'s and DDR\'s slope coefficients
--------------------------------------------------

We first assessed the correlation between *z* and \|β\| values obtained per ecosystem type at each resampling step and found them to be significantly, but weakly correlated (Fig. S[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, Supporting information). When comparing *z* and \|β\| values obtained for different realms/ecosystem types, they were always larger in sediments than in seawaters (Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Both *z* and β values were all significantly different among ecosystem types (excepted β values in coastal waters and deep-sea sediments; Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), but did not rank similarly neither when considering *z* and \|β\|\'s median values (Kendall τ = 0.43, *P *=* *0.24), nor when comparing the correlation of *z* and β pairs generated at each resampling step against a null distribution (W = 215218, *P *=* *1; Fig. S5, Supporting information). Nevertheless, *z* and \|β\| in coastal waters and coastal/deep-sea sediments were always the highest.

![Effect of sequencing depth (a,c) and sampling effort (b,d) on *z* (a,b) and \|β\| (c,d) obtained with 100 random resampling for each sequencing/sampling depth. A local-fitting algorithm (LOESS smoother, black continuous lines) was used, and numbers of samples/sequences were slightly modified for surface waters and coastal sediment to help to visualize changes in *z* and \|β\|. Continuous and dotted coloured straight lines correspond to slopes and their standard errors, respectively, obtained for the initial data set (Fig.[1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) for comparative purposes.](mec0023-0954-f3){#fig03}

![Variation of *z* (a) and \|β\| (b) according to realms and ecosystem type. *z* and β values per ecosystem type were obtained by randomly resampling 40 samples and 5000 sequences per sample 1000 times in the initial community tables. Upper/lower case letters indicate significant differences (Mann--Whitney tests, Holm-corrected *P \< *0.05) between realms/ecosystem types.](mec0023-0954-f4){#fig04}

Discussion
==========

In microbial ecology, taxa--area relationship (TAR) and distance--decay relationship (DDR) have received growing attention over the last decade. Comparing their slopes across different ecosystem remains difficult because of knowledge gaps in fundamental methodological aspects, leading to divergent results and ecological interpretations ([@b55]). Our study aimed at reporting on how TAR\'s *z* and DDR\'s β are affected by different undersampling biases, to provide a first, robust comparison of TAR and DDR in the main marine ecosystems on a global scale.

Here, we did not directly consider the biases introduced by molecular techniques, for example PCRs/sequencing errors, which are known to affect both alpha- and beta-diversity estimates ([@b42]) and for which no computationally efficient solutions exist yet ([@b42]; [@b10]). Although the single-linkage preclustering approach was used here, our data may still contain such errors ([@b25]). Nevertheless, these errors are likely (i) to generate OTUs of low abundance ([@b27]; [@b38]; [@b10]) and (ii) to be of the same magnitude across samples, because the latter were processed identically from amplification to pyrosequencing, with predicted low impact on the resulting diversity patterns and ecological interpretation ([@b18]; [@b42]; [@b58]). Here, we noticed an increase in community similarity for spatially close samples (Fig. S2j--l, Supporting information) when removing the rarest taxa (maximum abundance \<30) resulting in higher \|β\| values for all three ecosystems and especially in sediments (Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}b). It seems unlikely that this results from technical artefacts only and could also be explained by shorter environmental gradients and higher random colonization--extinction dynamics in sediments ([@b19]).

Detection of the rare biosphere: effects on bacterial TAR and DDR
-----------------------------------------------------------------

### Removal of rare taxa

Microbial communities exhibit exceptionally long-tailed rank abundance distributions, because of the high proportion of rare types ([@b12]) represented by one or a few sequences in a given sample. They are thus subjected to considerable undersampling biases potentially leading to the observation of erroneous macroecological patterns ([@b55]; [@b36]). Given that TAR may especially arise from the accumulation of new rare taxa with increasing areas, removing rare taxa would result in a reduction in *z* values, as shown theoretically with synthetic, homogeneous communities ([@b55]).

Here, this concept tended to hold true only for the deep-sea water communities (Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}a). This apparent difference with the theoretical considerations is most likely to arise from strong differences in many physical and biological characteristics between the three ecosystems used here as case studies. Indeed, the proportion of abundant OTUs with broad geographic ranges was higher in pelagic ecosystems (associated with higher dispersal rates), especially in deep-sea waters, than in coastal sediments (associated with shorter environmental gradients and/or limited dispersal) where abundant OTUs occurred in a few samples (Table S2, Fig. S2h, Supporting information).

These differences have strong implications for the effect of rare taxa removal on *z* values. The number of new OTUs encountered by increasing the sampling area in coastal sediments was highest in comparison with all other environments (Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Homogeneous communities, such as those of deep-sea waters or the synthetic communities of [@b55], showed less effects. These results agree with previous observations of a negative relationship between *z* and the average proportion of sites occupied by each species ([@b44]; [@b48]).

Furthermore, considering DDR\'s slopes coefficients, a wider distribution of abundant taxa such as in pelagic ecosystems caused weak variations of β because the community similarity of both close-by and remote samples increased when removing taxa with sequence abundances of up to 200 (Fig.[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}b). In contrast, β strongly increased in coastal sediments when removing OTUs of abundance \<200, due to higher/complete taxa turnover between remote samples, as a result of a higher spatial aggregation in sediments (Table S2, Fig. S2h, Supporting information). These results agree with an earlier study conducted on a plant community at local spatial scale ([@b33]), which showed that intermediate sampling intensities strongly increase the steepness of DDR when taxa spatial aggregation is high. Together, these observations support the idea that DDR\'s slope would not reflect species turnover rate *per se*, but rather the spatial aggregation degree of the most abundant taxa ([@b33]; [@b52]).

### Sampling and sequencing effort

Microbiologists may face undersampling issues at several levels in practice, for example while collecting a limited number of samples, each consisting generally of a few grams of sediment or litres of water (i.e. a few billion cells), and during DNA extraction, PCR amplification and sequencing steps, where only a subset of the sample diversity is finally retrieved and analysed. Although limitations in sequencing depth have considerably been reduced with the advent of next-generation sequencing technologies, it is still believed that a large proportion of microbial taxa remains undetected ([@b37]).

We showed here that the number of sequences per sample only weakly affected *z* and \|β\| in terms of variability and value, as compared to the effects of the number of samples considered (Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}). The ranking of both coefficients across ecosystem types was independent of the sequencing depth, supporting previous observations on bacterial diversity estimates and patterns ([@b43]; [@b29]). This could be explained by (i) a higher homogeneity of the taxa pool from one DNA extract versus distinct, yet neighbouring samples and (ii) the sample set randomly selected for the analyses. Yet, a weak undersampling bias was observed for sequencing depths below ∼4000 sequences, producing higher *z* and \|β\| values (Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}a,c). Finally, TAR was systematically underestimated when reducing the number of sampling sites (Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}b), suggesting that species richness may be underestimated in larger areas due to insufficient sampling ([@b53]).

Our results therefore indicate that undersampling biases are of poor incidence (Figs[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}) when comparing TAR and DDR of communities with highly divergent properties (e.g. evenness, extent of spatial OTU aggregation/range). Yet, care has to be taken when comparing communities sharing more similar characteristics, as shown by the changes in the ranking of surface- and deep-sea waters *z* and \|β\| values when removing rare taxa or increasing the number of sites considered (Figs[2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}b,c).

Congruence and patterns of marine bacterial TAR and DDR at the global scale
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The bacterial *z* reported here are much higher (from ∼ 0.3 to 0.6; Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}a) than some of those previously reported (∼0.002; Horner-[@b23]; [@b39]). Apart from differences in habitats and communities investigated, as well as spatial ranges and sampling efforts, these studies derived *z* from β, according to [@b21]. Initially developed for large-scale surveys, Harte\'s method is especially convenient for microbiologists, for whom characterizing microbial diversity in a given area is almost impossible already at the scale of several meters and for whom community turnover is more easily retrieved. Yet, the derivation of *z* from β has recently been questioned for micro- and macrobial communities alike ([@b55]; [@b26]; [@b33]; [@b32]), and our results empirically support the lack of direct relationships between them: First, if one transforms the \|β\| values in our study into *z* values according to Harte\'s method (with *z = −*2β), this would result in *z* values that are far lower than those obtained by the richness-based approach (Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Second, *z* and \|β\| produced from same bootstrapped communities did not systematically agree (Fig. S[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}, Supporting information). This incongruence was also observed when comparing TAR versus DDR patterns across ecosystem types (Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}), questioning the validity of a power--law relationship between species richness, area and species turnover rate ([@b26]; [@b32]).

Even when considering bacterial TAR obtained previously (*z* ∼ 0.1--0.3) in aquatic ([@b7]; [@b40]) or soil ecosystems ([@b36]) via classical approaches, the *z* values reported here (Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) remained higher, probably due to the larger spatial scale considered in our study. Furthermore, the values are consistent with those reported for macroorganisms (*z* ∼ 0.2--0.7) on both moderate ([@b16]) and large spatial scales ([@b49]), although exact estimates of bacterial *z* are likely to change when more samples or sequences are used (Fig.[3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}a,b). This finding contradicts previous observations of a positive relationship between *z* and organism body size ([@b22]; [@b16]), attributed to higher microbial dispersion rate, which may be balanced by a higher microbial speciation rate and endemism than usually thought ([@b9]).

In contrast, marine bacterial \|β\| overall appeared much smaller than those reported for macroorganisms (\|β\|*˜* 0.2--0.7; [@b34]), but mirrored those obtained at the regional/global scales in other bacterial community studies ([@b31]; [@b39]). Such a feature may result from the higher dispersal rate of bacteria on a global scale. But it may also arise from the high proportions of rare, sample-specific OTUs that bacterial communities usually display already on a local scale ([@b56]; [@b15]), be it due to habitat microheterogeneity or undersampling biases. And this effect would be further enhanced by the lose resolution of beta-diversity indices for sites sharing few species ([@b2]).

The marine realms and ecosystem types investigated here differed in many aspects. For instance, sediments may contrast with pelagic ecosystems through (i) stronger variations of environmental conditions on smaller spatial scales, (ii) the sessile lifestyle of sediment associated bacteria, which may cause spatial isolation. Accordingly, we observed that TAR and DDR produced in sediments were always steeper (Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). In the same way, coastal environments displayed steeper TAR and DDR in general when considering each realm separately (Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). This is in agreement with the higher heterogeneity and greater immigration potential that may occur at the terrestrial--oceanic interface. In contrast, *z* and \|β\| observed in open ocean waters -- exhibiting higher physical mixing due to currents, and therefore higher dispersal potential and/or habitat homogeneity -- were overall the lowest (Fig.[4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, the existence of weak TAR and DDR in these environments reflects weak, but significant dispersal limitations, as suggested by the latitudinal patterns of surface-water bacteria ([@b1]; [@b50]). Although no other studies compared TAR and DDR within and across these two realms, our results seem congruent with previous observations made between habitats of contrasting spatial heterogeneity/isolation for both macroorganisms ([@b16]; [@b46]; [@b5]) and bacteria ([@b36]; [@b39]).

Conclusion
==========

This study provides a first comparison of global-scale taxa--area and distance--decay relationships for bacterial communities of different marine ecosystems, and of the effects of potential methodological biases. We showed that undersampling biases may have significant and decoupled effects on TAR and DDR slopes, depending on the community spatial structure. This emphasizes the need for collecting more environmental samples over increasing sequencing depth. Finally, our results indicate that on large geographical scales, bacterial TAR is of the same magnitude than reported for macroorganisms, but not DDR. This observation confirms that related, but distinct processes underlie those biodiversity patterns.
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**Table S1** Sample name and associated characteristics. Longitudes and latitudes are provided in decimal degrees and sample depth in metres.

**Table S2** Data set characteristics per ecosystem type and realm.

**Fig. S1** Schematic representation of the analytical pipeline used to calculate TAR\'s and DDR\'s slope coefficients.

**Fig. S2** Effect of the removal of rare taxa on data set characteristics in surface-sea waters (green, squares), deep-sea waters (blue, circles) and coastal sediments (orange, triangles): (a) number of nonempty, remaining samples, (b--d) pairwise geographic distances, (e--g) Average richness and percentage of remaining OTUs and sequences per samples, (h) Average OTU relative occupancy (average proportion of sites occupied by each OTU), (i) Proportion of OTUs detected in the smallest area, (j--l) Pairwise similarities between close (geographic distances \<2000 km, left part of boxplots) and distant communities (geographic distances \>12 000 km, right part of boxplots).

**Fig. S3** Effect of the removal of rare taxa TAR (a) and DDR (b) slope coefficients and intercepts.

**Fig. S4** Relationship between *z* and β obtained per realm/ecosystem type obtained with 1000 randomly resampling of 40 samples in the standardized presence/absence community tables.

**Fig. S5** Distribution of Kendall τ correlation coefficients between *z* and β pairs obtained for each ecosystem type at each resampling step (green bars) and between z and permuted β values (grey bars) defined as a null distribution.
